
WRITING A SELECTION CRITERIA FOR BOARD

Your organization's written board selection criteria is in place to make sure you have a deliberate set of skills, interests,
demographics, and experiences on your .

Essential Criteria are obviously given more weighting in the marking process. Once you have identified the
skills and experience your nonprofit needs, you're ready to identify and recruit new board members. The
consultant assembles an initial pool of twenty-two qualified candidates and narrows it to the ten most
qualified. Having someone who has built a sales force, hired sales executives and was on the front line selling
can accelerate growth. Each criterion will have points assigned to it. The committee specifies the
qualifications in a prospectus, a formal document used to solicit board members, along with background on
the family and their enterprise. Explain that a multi-stage interview process will allow them to get to know the
board and the company situation. Selecting them is not a job to be taken lightly. Whether you are identifying
candidates for a family director or independent director position, use the power of your published
qualifications. In addition to sharing bios or resumes, the nominating committee can write a brief, outlining
their experience with the candidate through the interview process and the reasons they believe the candidate is
worthy of selection. Further, I am very comfortable working with XX sized businesses, having worked
extensively with private companies, state governments and the Australian arms of international enterprises.
Some cover letters are excellent while others need some work. If the group cannot reach consensus after
ranking, the group chair can ask each person to explain how they ordered their candidates, what they favor
most in each, and what concerns them about candidates lower on their lists. This usually happens after the
committee charged with the task has reviewed a list of potential prospects, met with or spoken with several
candidates, and decided not only who should be asked, but also determined who the best person to make the
ask will be. Addressing selection criteria successfully is quite an intense and structured process: Identify and
study each criterion very carefully. This is also a question we are asked all the time once we have explained
the process to people. No set of family or independent directors will perfectly meet all qualifications. They
are, but they get easier with practice. The goal of phone screening is to capture additional information and
confirm candidate interest. The purpose of selection criteria is to assess whether you are a good fit to the
requirements of the position. Only you can answer the question of course â€” but here are a few factors you
may consider: Is this a role that you really want that is right for you now? Your overall response â€” covering
the seven selection criteria, for example â€” then gets an overall mark. Ditch your board composition matrix
Blue Avocado Diversity on the board is an important factor for sound and strategic decision-making.


